INTRODUCTION

Economic business in Indonesia is a very important thing for the Indonesian people, where the Indonesian people are free to choose how to determine to get a prosperous economy. In the past few years, Indonesia was hit by a monetary and economic crisis that had quite severe consequences for the Indonesian economy. This has caused many companies that have grown large in Indonesia to go bankrupt and some fewer investors want to invest in Indonesia. With this crisis, the government must review the policies that have been focused on large companies to divert attention to the small and medium industry sector. Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises, or what is often abbreviated as MSMEs is an important part of the economy of a country or region, as well as Indonesia[1]. MSMEs have a very important role in the community's economy.

These MSMEs can greatly assist the State and the government in terms of creating new jobs and through MSMEs, many new work units have also been created that can use new workers to support household income. In addition, MSMEs also have very high flexibility when compared to businesses with a larger capacity. These MSMEs need proper attention and are supported through accurate information, so that directed business links can occur between small and medium business actors by elements of business competitiveness, namely market networks. MSMEs play a very large role in the economy so that MSMEs are mentioned on various occasions as truly the backbone of the economy, especially in Indonesia. MSMEs have contributed to economic development and are the drivers of increasing non-oil and gas exports, the contribution given by MSMEs can be even greater through the Operational Standards applied at the One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service because the process of making a business license takes a long time.
economy, but they still face various obstacles and constraints, both internal and external, concerning production, processing, marketing, human resources, design, technology, capital, and business climate[3]. In increasing the opportunities, capabilities, and protection of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises, several policies regarding business reserves and funding have been set. Its development is still not optimal, due to this the policy has not been able to provide protection, business certainty, and adequate facilities in empowering Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises. Therefore, it is necessary to empower MSMEs so that the goals of the government can be achieved by Article 5 of Law Number 20 of 2008 which reads: The purpose of empowering Small, Micro and Medium Enterprises of Law Number 20 of 2008 paragraph (1) Realizing services, licensing, management a balanced, developing, and just national economic structure; (2) Growing and developing the ability of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises to become strong and independent businesses; and Increasing the role of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises in regional development, job creation, income distribution, economic growth, and alleviating people from poverty[4].

In Government Regulation Number 17 of 2013 concerning the implementation of Law Number 20 of 2008 concerning Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, Article 2 paragraph (1) the Government and Regional Governments per their authority to organize Empowerment of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, paragraph (2) The empowerment of micro, small and medium enterprises as regulated in paragraph (1) is carried out by a. business development b. partnership c. licensing and d. coordination and control. One-Stop Integrated Service Service is an office that is a place for making business permits by applicable regulations, as regulated in Government Regulation Number 17 of 2013 Article 6 paragraph (1) Government and Regional Governments Prioritize Development of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises through a. Providing opportunities to participate in the procurement of goods and services of the Government and Regional Government b. Business declaration for micro, small and medium enterprises through restrictions for large enterprises c. ease of licensing[5].

In the Minister of Home Affairs Regulation Number 138 of 2017 Article 1 one-stop integrated service, hereinafter abbreviated as One-Stop Integrated Service, is an integrated service in a single process starting from the application stage to the stage of completing the service product through one door, the organizer of the One-Stop Integrated Service regional government officials by the authority based on statutory regulations, one-stop integrated service providers are licensing and non-licensing operations whose implementation process starts from the application stage to the issuance stage of documents carried out in an integrated manner in one door and one place, in article 2 the purpose The implementation of regional One-Stop Integrated Services is to improve the quality of One-Stop Integrated Services, to realize legal protection and certainty for the community, to provide wider access to the community to obtain excellent service and to improve the quality of life. improve the ease of doing business and regional competitiveness[6]. The Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office is led by the Head of the Office who is located under and responsible to the Mayor through the Regional Secretary. The Manado City One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service serves 4 types of permits, namely the type of economic sector permit, the type of development permits, types of permits in the environmental and transportation sectors, types of permits in the social sector. The implementation of One-Stop Integrated Services such as the Investment Office and One-Stop Integrated Services has the aim of improving the quality of good and clean governance, the competitiveness of the city's economy, as well as a fast and convenient public service and licensing system.

However, according to the findings made by the researchers, it was found that the One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service, in this case, the Economic Licensing Sector, in administering the permit is per the applicable mechanism, but there are still obstacles that make the community feel difficult, including The processing of business permits takes a long time, up to three weeks or almost 1 month, it was also found that most people do not know about the procedures for obtaining business permits, so people have to go back and forth to complete the business permit application documents. Operational standards applied by the Office of Investment and One-Stop Integration One-Stop services so that the target to be achieved in making business licenses will continue to decline, according to the results of data from the Manado Integrated Licensing Service Information System, Investment Office, and One-Stop Integrated Services, for applicants, However, in the management of permits up to the issuance of decrees, business licenses have decreased, which in 2020 amounted to 3085 requests for control and business decrees issued 2970, in 2021 for new control applications there were 1511 and for business issuance decrees amounted to 1278. Regulation of the Minister of the Interior State Government Number 138 of 2017 concerning the Implementation of Regional One-One-Stop services, article 12 In the implementation of Licensing and Non-licensing services, local governments are obliged to prepare, determine, and implement (a) service standards; and (b) standard operating procedures[6].

Components of Standard Operating Procedures as referred to in Article 12 letter b include a). several standard operating procedures; b. date of manufacture; c). revision date; d). validation date; e). endorsed by; f). name of standard operating procedure; g. legal basis; h. implementing qualifications; i. linkages;
This research will be carried out with a qualitative approach, because qualitative research emphasizes the process of finding meaning, revealing meaning, behind the phenomena that arise in research, with the aim that the problems to be studied are more comprehensive, in-depth, natural, and as they are and without interference, from the researcher to the facts that emerge. In general, the reason for using qualitative methods is because the problems are not clear, holistic, complex, dynamic, and full of meaning so that data on social situations can't be captured by quantitative research methods with instruments such as tests, questionnaires. In addition, the author intends to understand social situations in-depth, find patterns, hypotheses, and theories[8]. Thus, this study is intended to provide a description, an overview of the Utilization of MSME Business License Services at the Investment and One-Stop Service Office in Manado City. The focus of the research is Micro, Small and Medium Business License Services at the Office of Capital Services and One-Stop Integrated Services, Manado City, and which is the sub-focus according to the research data in the field, the sub-focus discussed from public service management is focused on the Process of Coordination and Completion of Service Activities.

Based on the problems and objectives of this study, the data sources are as follows[9]:

1) Primary Data. Informants are the first informants determined purposively (purposive sampling), this is intended to select informants who are truly relevant and competent to the research problem so that the data obtained are used to build conclusions. Meanwhile, the informant was then asked the initial informant to appoint another person who could provide information, and then the informant referred to another person who could refer it so that the next informant referred to other people who were considered able to provide more information, and so on. The first informants selected by the researcher purposively were the informants in this study consisting of the Banjer village community, the TelingMahkeret village community, the Taas village community, and employees of the One-Stop Investment and Integrated Service Office, namely the Head of the Economic Licensing Control Division, the Head of the Economic Licensing Publishing Section, Freelance Daily Employee in the Issuance of Economic Licensing.

2) Secondary data is data obtained from regulatory regulations that have been set by the government, reading sources, and various other sources consisting of social media state civil apparatus, minutes of association meetings, to official documents from various government agencies. Secondary data can be in the form of magazines, bulletins, publications from various organizations, attachments from official bodies such as ministries, study results, theses, survey results, study histories, and others. Researchers get secondary data to strengthen the findings and complement the information that has been collected in direct interviews.

3) Places and Events. Places and events referred to here are places where researchers obtain data, namely at the Manado City One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service by observing the phenomena that occur in the field.

4) Documents. In this study, researchers provide documents that are relevant to the problem and focus of research in the form of notes, photos/pictures.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Overview of Research Sites

The Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office is an institution that plays a strategic role and function in the field of Manado City integrated licensing services, which was formed based on the Manado City Regional Regulation Number 02 of 2016 concerning the formation and composition of the Manado city regional apparatus as amended by Manado City Regional Regulation Number 2 of 2016 concerning the formation and arrangement of the Manado City area. The main task of the Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office is to assist the mayor in carrying out some government affairs in the field of investment and one-stop integrated services. The main tasks and functions of the Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office are[10]:

1. Assist the Mayor in carrying out government affairs in the field of investment and the implementation of one-stop integrated services.
2. In carrying out the tasks as referred to in paragraph (1), the one-stop integrated investment and service office carries out the functions of:
   a. Formulation of policies in the field of investment and one-stop integrated services;
   b. Implementation of policies in the field of investment and one-stop integrated services;
   c. Implementation of evaluation and reporting in the field of investment and one-stop integrated services;
   d. Administration in the field of investment and one-stop integrated services;
   e. Implementation of technical operational activities of promotion and investment cooperation,
   f. Implementation of technical operational planning and investment development activities,
   g. Implementation of technical operational activities for supervision and control of investment,
   h. Implementation of technical activities for one-stop integrated service operations,
   i. Implementation of operational technical activities of data, information, and service for complaints and regulations
   j. Implementation of technical operational activities of licensing and non-licensing economic, social, development, and environmental;
   k. Carrying out other tasks assigned by the mayor.

   The one-stop investment and integrated service agency have the authority to issue and sign permits and/or non-licensing on behalf of the regional head based on the delegation of authority from the regional head. The one-stop investment and integrated service agency have a strategic role in supporting the achievement of the 4th mission of Manado City, namely: "Building a city that has "competitiveness" by being oriented towards increasing investment attractiveness and the quality of public services based on information and communication technology." The aims and objectives of the mission are: Improving the quality of good and clean governance, the competitiveness of the city's economy, as well as a fast and convenient public service and licensing system.

   With a target, a. increasing number of investors/investment value in Manado city, b. increasing public satisfaction with public services. The affirmation of the objectives of the vision and mission based on the strategic role of the Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office is to "increase regional investment by creating quality licensing services to increase the community satisfaction index for public services, especially one-stop integrated services.

3.2 Result

   Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises are business activities that can expand employment opportunities and provide broad economic services to the community and can play a role in the process of equity and increase people's income, encourage economic growth, and play a role in realizing national stability. In addition, Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises are one of the main pillars of the national economy that must obtain the main opportunity, support, protection, and development as widely as possible as a form of firm alignment with the people's economic business group. To achieve this, the government supports ease of doing business for micro, small and medium enterprises. The Ministry of Finance issued a procedure to simplify licensing through One Single Submission (OSS). Then provide relief from licensing fees for the formation of small businesses and exemption from licensing fees for micro-businesses as well as financial support for small and medium enterprises (UMK).

   The investment agency itself has implemented a licensing process in the new institution known as One Single Submission (one-stop service). The licensing process implemented by the Manado city government through the Investment Service and One-Stop Integrated Service is expected to facilitate the process of carrying out licensing so that all MSMEs can carry out business activities per the procedures established by the Manado city government. However, in the development of controlling business licenses at the Investment and One-Stop Service Office, there has been a decline, both in the decline in requests for processing permits to controlling business license decrees, which in 2020 for controlling applications amounted to 3085 and for business decrees issued 2970, in 2020. 2021 for new control applications totaling 1511 and for business decrees numbering 1278. Presidential Regulation Number 98 of 2014 has set the legal basis for micro and small business permits (MSMEs) in addition that it is also regulated in PermendagriNomor 83 of 2014 concerning guidelines for granting micro-business permits. small.

   This research is based on data from research results infeld, the researchers focus more on the management of public services, for the description of the research, the researcher will discuss according to the indicators of Service Management according to Atik and Ratminto,4 main things appear in management, namely the planning process, Implementimplementationans, Coordination, and Completion of service activities. However, according to the data and research results in the field, the indicators discussed from public service management are focused on the Coordination and Completion Process of Service Activities.

3.3 Discussion

   Public Services are all forms of services, both in the form of public goods and public services which in principle are the responsibility and are carried out by the Central Government, Regional Governments, State-Owned
Enterprises, in the context of efforts to meet the needs of the community as well as in the context of implementing the provisions of the Law. Law No. 25 of 2009 concerning public services, defines that public services are activities or a series of activities in the context of fulfilling service needs in accelerant regulations for every citizen and resident of goods, services, and or administrative services provided by public service providers\[11]\.

Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises are one of the main pillars of the national economy that must obtain the main opportunity, support, protection, and development as widely as possible, as a form of firm alignment with people's economic business groups, without neglecting the role of Large Enterprises and State-Owned Enterprises. In Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises now being able to show their role in the national economy, empowering Small, Micro and Medium Enterprises Law Number 20 of 2008 paragraph (1) Realizing services, licensing, managing the structure of the national economy that is balanced, developing, and just;(2 ) Growing and developing the ability of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises to become strong and independent businesses; and Increasing the role of Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises in regional development, job creation, income distribution, economic growth, and alleviating people from poverty\[4]\.

One-Stop Integrated Service Service is an agency that is a place for making business permits in acceptable regulations, as regulated in Government Regulation Number 17 of 2013 Article 6 paragraph (1) Government and Regional Governments Prioritize Development of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises through a. Providing opportunities to participate in the procurement of goods and services of the Government and Regional Government b. Business declaration for micro, small and medium-sized businesses through restrictions for large businesses with ease of licensing\[5]\.

The Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office is led by a Head of Service who is under and responsible to the Mayor through the Regional Secretary for the Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service. types of licensing in the environmental sector, types of licensing in the social sector One-stop regional integrated services have been described in the Minister of Home Affairs Regulation Number 138 of 2017 Article 1 one-stop integrated service, hereinafter abbreviated as One-Stop Integrated Service, is an integrated service in a single process starting from the application stage. until the stage of completion of service products through one door, regional One-Stop Service providers are local government officials in accordance with the authority based on laws and regulations, One Stop Integrated Service providers are local government officials licensing and non-licensing whose implementation process starts from the application stage to the issuance stage of the document is carried out in an integrated manner in one door and one place, in article 2 the purpose of implementing regional One-Stop Integrated Services is to improve the quality of One-Stop Integrated Services to realize legal protection and certainty for the community, , provide wider access to the community to obtain excellent service and improve the ease of doing business and regional competitiveness.

Service management plays a major role in carrying out services in accordance with the applicable Standard Operating Procedures, Regulation of the Minister of Home Affairs Number 138 of 2017 concerning the Implementation of Regional One Stop Services, Article 12 In the implementation of Licensing and Non-licensing services, local governments are obliged to prepare, determine, and implement (a) service standards; and (b) standard operating procedures\[6]\.

Coordinating is the activity of connecting, unifying and harmonizing people and their work so that everything takes place in an orderly and rhythmic manner towards the achievement of goals without confusion or strife. The need for coordination depends on the nature and need for communication in the implementation of the Task and the degree of interdependence of the various units of implementation. According to Firdaus, management functions consist of planning, organizing, directing, coordinating and controlling. Planning is essentially a basic function of management or company leadership. The existence of planning provides a comprehensive view of the work that must be done and can be a demand for the achievement of organizational goals that have been set to be effective and efficient. Although future events cannot be determined with certainty (uncertainty), especially factors that are beyond the reach of the company (uncontrollable), through the preparation of good planning it is hoped that the results will approach
the goals set in the body of knowledge management, planning is a muscle and a vein, that is part of management that causes movement in the desired direction [13].

From the results of the research on the first indicator, what the researcher did is that the process of coordinating the management of business licenses carried out by the Manado City Investment and One-Stop Integrated Service Office was running well, based on the results of interviews conducted by researchers with several employees at the Investment and Integrated Services Agency. One Stop Manado City that the planning process has been going well, for example, related to the permit process, the Investment and One Stop Integrated Service Office in managing letter permits some stages must be followed in obtaining permits, starting from the application until the end of the license.

However, there were some weaknesses found related to the permit processing process, if you look at the Government's efforts, in this case, the One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service, which knows the mechanism for applying for a business license, but the obstacle is that the community does not know about the requirements in applying for a business license, do business licenses due to lack of information received due to the absence of socialization related to the mechanism for managing business licenses, lack of coordination and socialization which will have an impact on business license management services, it was also found that some people still find it difficult with the new system implemented by the Investment and Service Office. One Stop Services, the procedure for making business licenses must register through the link of the Office of Investment and One Stop Integrated Services, which should be the Government in issuing the permit management system to carry out socialization or further notification. so that problems like this do not occur, so that complaints that occur in the community result in a negative perspective on the government. In Manado Mayor Regulation Number 40 of 2020 Article 5 paragraph (1) Applicants have the right to obtain information and explanation regarding the administration of permits, because according to the findings that there are people who do not know about the socialization of the mechanism for managing permits, so that people do not know about the mechanism for administering permits, business permit. Weak response to the community so that people repeatedly come to the Office of Investment and One Stop Integrated Services to complete the file[14].

Minister of Home Affairs Regulation Number 138 of 2017 concerning the Implementation of Regional One Stop Services, Article 15 in the implementation of licensing services, the management of One Stop Services in letter (e) must provide counseling to the public. The Office of Investment and One Stop Integrated Services as the field that issues economic business licenses has already conducted socialization and also installed terms and conditions through flyers or bulletin boards, but admittedly it is still not optimal due to limited human resources and budget[6].

2) Completion of service activities

In terms of completing service activities in the management of business licenses, the Office of Investment and One Stop Integrated Services knows about the mechanism for managing business licenses, as evidenced so far by the issuance of all business permits, the Office of Investment and One Stop Integrated Services per its statement, every community who manages permits business, must go through the applicable mechanism, so when the applicant enters the file at the service counter, later there will be a team that checks the file, usually, if it is incomplete, we give 7 days to complete the file, when it is complete there will be a technical team that will conduct a survey, after that no later than 3-4 working days, so that's the mechanism for controlling business licenses.

However, in accordance with the findings that the process of issuing a business license still takes a long time, it is not in accordance with the Operational Standards applied by the Office of Investment and One-Stop Integrated Services, according to the results of interviews with the public who said that the time for completing the processing of files for management and after the fix, they said later there will be a notification by telephone when it has become a business license, I waited for almost 2 weeks, but there was no notification by telephone, I had to go to the office, and thankfully there was a business license, I don't know when it will be issued, because it will be said later there is a notification, it could be that the business license has been issued a week ago because the office is far away so I came two weeks after that.

Excellent Service is a person's maximum ability in dealing with others in terms of service. Excellent service is the best service provided to customers, both internal and external customers based on service standards and procedures[15]. Success in developing and implementing excellent service cannot be separated from the ability to choose the approach concept. The concept of excellent service is based on A6, namely developing excellent service by aligning the concepts of Attitude, Attention, Action, Ability, Appearance, and Accountability[16].
4. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the research data obtained, the researchers describe and analyze the above regarding the discussion in the previous chapter, it can be concluded from the research on Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises Licensing Services at the Manado City Investment and One Stop Integrated Service Office, as follows:

a. The community in the process of coordinating the management of business licenses does not yet know about the mechanism for managing business permits, so seeing the targets to be achieved can be said to be not optimal because, in the process of obtaining permits, the community still finds it difficult. The lack of socialization related to the mechanism for obtaining permits in the sector of economic licensing has an impact on people who are not aware of the mechanism. The advice given by the researcher is that it is better for the One-Stop Integrated Investment and Service Office, in this case, the economic licensing sector, to further improve coordination and conduct further socialization or notification related to the permit processing mechanism.

b. In the management of the completion of service activities to the community related to how long the process of completing a business license in the field of economic licensing, it can be seen that it is still not per the Operational Standards applied at the One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service because the process of making a business license is time-consuming. long, because in the operational standard of business license management, punctuality must be prioritized. The advice given by the researcher is that it is better for the One-Stop Integrated Service and Investment Service, in this case the economic licensing sector in the issuance of business licenses, must be accelerated in accordance with applicable operational standards.
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